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We prepared water dispersions of poly(n-butyl methacrylate-st-butyl acrylate) crosslinked core-shell nanoparticles
functionalized with different amounts of trimethoxisilane (TMS) groups in the outer shell. The purpose of the TMS
groups is to chemically bind the rubbery particles to a nanostructured silica network, using sol-gel copolymerization.
Here, we present nanoparticles containing 13 mol % and 30 mol % of TMS groups in the outer shell and compare
their surface morphology with particles that do not contain TMS. The particles are prepared by a two-step seeded
emulsion polymerization technique at neutral pH. In the first step, we obtained crosslinked seed particles (44 nm in
diameter) by a batch process. In the second step, we used a semi-continuous emulsion polymerization technique under
starved feed conditions to obtain monodispersed particles of controlled composition and size (ca. 100 nm in diameter).
Fluorescence decay measurements were performed in situ on the dispersions, using a pair of cationic dyes adsorbed
onto the surface of the nanoparticles: rhodamine 6G as the energy transfer donor and malachite green carbinol
hydrochloride as the acceptor. The kinetics of Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between the dyes is sensitive
to the donor-acceptor distance, allowing us to obtain the binding distribution of the dyes at the nanoparticle surface.
For the unmodified nanoparticles, we found a dye distribution that corresponds to an average interface thickness of
δ ) (5.2( 0.2) nm. For the samples containing 13 mol % and 30 mol % of TMS groups in the outer shell we obtained
broader interfaces, with widths ofδ ) (6.2 ( 0.2) nm andδ ) (6.5 ( 0.1) nm respectively. This broadening of the
distribution with the surface modification is interpreted in terms of the increase in free volume of the shell caused
by the TMS groups. Finally, we studied the effect of temperature on the water-polymer interface fuzziness, in order
to evaluate the accessibility of the TMS groups during the sol-gel synthesis of nanostructured hybrid materials.

Introduction

Nanostructured composites are expected to circumvent many
performance trade-offs of classic materials. Their dimensions
allow unique synergisms between constituents because the
morphology length scale approaches the critical length associated
with different material properties. Among these materials, hybrids
containing organic/inorganic nanodomains are specially promis-
ing, due to the possibility of combining the different characteristics
of the components in unexpected ways. In our group, we are
interested in using nanostructured materials, such as aerogels,
to obtain high-performance insulators.1 Aerogels are the most
highly porous solids known, with up to 99.9% free space. They
are extremely light and have very high internal surface areas.
These materials consist of three-dimensional silica networks with
pores of nanometer dimensions, and are expected to show a huge
increase in their applications due to their excellent thermal and
acoustic insulation properties.2,3 However, the structure of
aerogels has very low compressive strength and high susceptibility
toward fracture. In order to overcome this problem while
maintaining the isolation properties of the materials, we developed
polymer nanoparticles with a core of low glass transition
temperature (Tg) and a shell containing groups that can be
covalently attached to the porous silica structure during the
synthesis.

The incorporation of polymer nanoparticles into the silica
network presents a number of problems. First these particles

have to be stable at the extreme pH values (ca. pH 1) that we
use in the hydrolysis of the silicon alkoxides, Si(OR)4, in order
to obtain hybrid aerogels in subcritical conditions.1,4,5The particles
also have to be stable in mixtures containing isopropyl alcohol
and silicon alkoxides, both good solvents for the polymer, in
order to withstand the sol-gel reaction conditions used in the
synthesis of the materials. Finally, it is also important that the
particles do not aggregate during the sol-gel reaction to avoid
phase separation.

In order to satisfy these requirements, we used crosslinked
spherical polymer nanoparticles with a rubber-like core, and a
shell containing anchoring groups that can react with the silica
network to form strong organic/inorganic covalent interactions.
The resulting hybrid organic-inorganic nanostructured materials
contain polymer nanoparticles imbedded into a silica network
that act as impact modifiers and obstacles to the propagation of
fractures in the material.1,4,5

Surface functionalized polymer nanoparticles have received
much scientific and technological attention because of their
present and foreseen applications, such as in the biomedical field,
where polymer nanospheres offer suitable supports for the binding
of biomolecules (enzymes, antibodies, DNA fragments, or even
viruses...).6-11 More generally, many interesting properties of
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polymer nanoparticles in aqueous suspension are determined by
the presence of surface chemical groups.

In the present study, we describe the incorporation of
trimethoxysilyl (TMS) groups on the surface of poly(butyl
methacrylate-st-butyl acrylate), poly(BMA-BA), crosslinked
nanoparticles. We use 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate
(TMS-PMA) as a functional comonomer in a two step starved
feed emulsion polymerization technique. Although organotri-
alkoxysilanes have been largely used to modify the surface of
silica particles via silylation reactions, they have been less used
in emulsion polymerization, probably because the TMS-PMA
comonomer is not only reactive in free radical polymerization,
but can also undergo hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions
in the aqueous phase.12-16 Using this procedure we obtain
functional nanoparticles with controlled size and chemical
composition, which are then used as elementary building blocks
in the preparation of nanostructured hybrid porous silica
materials.4

In this type of materials, the physical, chemical, and mechanical
properties depend not only on the individual components, but
also on the inner interfaces between the components.17,18

Therefore, in order to understand and control the effect of the
functional polymer nanoparticles on the final morphology of the
hybrid material, it is important to characterize the nanoparticle
in terms of the accessibility of the surface groups. A considerable
amount of work has been devoted to the characterization of
polymer particle surfaces using various techniques,19 such as
conductimetry, polarimetry, electrokinetics, and fluorescence.
Techniques based on fluorescence spectroscopy, especially those
involvingFörster resonanceenergy transfer (FRET),areespecially
appropriate to characterize the surface of nanoparticles.20

Although scattering methods (neutrons, X-rays) are also sensitive
to surface roughness, fluorescence techniques can be easily used
in situ, under conditions representative of the applications of the
nanoparticles, as for example in water dispersions.

Despite their innumerous applications in a wide range of fields,
not much is known about the detailed structure of the polymer/
water interface in polymer particles dispersed in water. It is well-
known that their surface is not smooth at the molecular level and
can change with the particle environment (e.g., temperature, pH).
The change is surface roughness was first noticed by observing
the decrease in surface area of particles after their aqueous
dispersion was heated above theTg of the polymer.21 This led
to the concept of a “hairy layer” at the particle surface, that
expands into the aqueous media as a result of repulsion between
polymer chain-end charged groups (from the initiator),22 and

rearranges into a more compact form after heating.23,24The first
quantitative measurement of the breadth of the polymer/water
interphase in nanoparticles dispersed in water used FRET to
study negatively charged polystyrene particles with diameter
around 100 nm and different surface charge densities.20 An
appropriate donor-acceptor pair was adsorbed onto the surface
of the particles, and the kinetics of FRET was studied by measuring
the donor fluorescence decay curves. Since the FRET kinetics
is very sensitive to the donor and acceptor distributions, which
in turn depended on the structural features of the surface, it was
possible to obtain the structure of the particle surface. Using an
appropriate model to describe FRET between dyes distributed
on the particle interfacial layer,25,26the roughness of the particle
surface was found to increase with the particle surface charge,
with the interface thickness varying between (2.0( 0.1) nm and
(2.9 ( 0.2) nm.20

Here, we apply the same methodology to the case of TMS
functionalized nanoparticles dispersed in water. The kinetics of
FRET between a pair of dyes, rhodamine 6G (R6G), and malachite
green carbinol hydrochloride (MG), adsorbed into the polymer
nanoparticles, can be interpreted in terms of their surface
roughness, with a sensitivity that depends on the value of the
Förster critical distance,R0, of thedyes.27,28Since thenanoparticles
are stabilized by surface anionic charges (coming from the
initiator), the binding of cationic dyes reflects the distribution
of charges, and thus, the structure of the particle/water interface.

Experimental Section

Materials. The monomers, n-butyl methacrylate (BMA, 99%Al-
drich) and n-butyl acrylate (BA, 99%Aldrich) were distilled under
vacuum before use. The comonomer, 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl
methacrylate (TMS-PMA, 98%Aldrich), and the crosslinker, ethylene
glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA, 98%Aldrich), were used without
purification. The initiator, potassium persulfate (KPS, 99.99%Acros),
and the surfactant, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 99%Acros) were
also used as received. Water was distilled twice and deionized on
mixed bed resins. Rhodamine 6G (R6G, 99%) and Malachite Green
carbinol hydrochloride (MG, 85%), both from Aldrich, were used
as received. The fluorescence spectra of R6G showed no trace of
fluorescent impurities.

Particle Synthesis.The polymer nanoparticles were synthesized
by an emulsion polymerization process using SDS as emulsifier.
The initiator, potassium persulfate, is responsible for the charged
chain-ends (-SO3

-, -SO4
- as well as some OH and COOH groups

coming from hydrolysis and subsequent oxidation of some sulfate
end-groups).20 Core-shell particles having different amounts of
3-(trimethoxysilyl) (TMS) groups on the outer shell were prepared
by a two steps technique (Figure 1). In the first step we prepared
crosslinked poly(n-butyl methacrylate-co-butyl acrylate) seed par-
ticles at 80°C, using KPS initiator, EGDMA crosslinker, SDS
surfactant, and phosphate buffer to maintain pH 7 by adding
equivalent quantities of dihydrogenophosphate and dihydrogeno-
carbonate (typically 0.1 g of each per 100 g of water). We used a 500
mL, three-necked round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser
and mechanical stirrer, which was filled with water, BMA, BA,
EGDMA, phosphate buffer and SDS (quantities in Table 1). The
mixture was purged with Argon for 30 min and heated to 80°C. An
aqueous solution of KPS was then added to the flask, and the mixture
was kept at 80°C for 2 h with vigorous stirring. The pH of the
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resulting emulsion was around 7 and the solid content, obtained by
gravimetric analysis was 4.5 wt %. The obtained particles, with a
diameter of 49 nm, were used as seeds in the second step. Seed
particles dispersed in water were placed in a 500 mL three-necked
round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser and mechanical stirrer,
purged with argon for 30 min and then heated to 80°C. Two mixtures,
one containing the monomers (quantities in Table 1) and another
containing an aqueous solution of KPS and SDS, were added to the
flask under starved feed conditions using a dual syringe pump
(Harvard Instruments). The polymerization proceeded for 7 h at 80
°C with vigorous stirring to yield stable dispersions with pH close
to 7 and a final solid content measured by gravimetric analysis
(Table 1) that corresponded to complete monomer conversion. We
prepared three types of nanoparticle: R3, with a shell composition
similar to the core; R8, containing 19 wt % of TMS-PMA in the
shell; and R21, with 40 wt % of TMS-PMA in the shell. For some
measurements clean dispersions were obtained by diluting the initial
dispersions to a solid content of ca. 5 wt % and the free surfactant
was removed using a mixed bed Biorad ion-exchange resin.

Instrumentation. Dynamic Light Scattering.The diameter of the
nanoparticles was determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
using a Spectra Physics model 127 He-Ne laser (632.8 nm, 35 mW)
and a Brookhaven instrument with a BI-200SM goniometer, a BI-
2030AT autocorrelator and a APD detector. Time correlation
functions were analyzed by Laplace inversion using the CONTIN
method.

NMR Analysis.Samples for29Si solid-state NMR were first cleaned
using a ion-exchange resin that removes all SDS and any monomer
that would have not reacted during polymerization. The clean
dispersion where then freeze-dried and cast into a film at 30°C.29Si

solid-state NMR were obtained on a Bruker MSL-300 P spectrometer
operating at 59.95 MHz. The solid samples were observed in MAS
(magic angle spinning) conditions at 4.9 kHz.

Steady-State Fluorescence.Steady-state fluorescence measure-
ments were carried out in a Spex Fluorolog 2 spectrofluorimeter.
Fluorescence spectra were corrected for the sensitivity of the detecting
system. The self-absorption of the fluorescence emission was
minimized by exciting the sample and collecting the fluorescence
at 90° on the same cell face (front-face geometry). The spurious
light of the particle dispersions was less than 1% of the fluorescence
intensity (measured by comparing dispersions with and without R6G
at the same excitation and emission wavelengths).

Time-ResolVed Fluorescence.Fluorescence intensity decays with
picosecond resolution were obtained by the single-photon timing
technique29 using laser excitation with a wavelength of 300 nm.
Fluorescence of R6G was detected at 552 nm. The system consists
of a mode-locked Coherent Inova 440-10 argon ion laser syn-
chronously pumping a cavity dumped Coherent 701-2 dye laser
using Rhodamine 6G, which delivers 5-6 ps pulses at a repetition
rate of 460 kHz. The fluorescence was observed using a polarizer
at the magic angle, being the scattered light effectively eliminated
by a cutoff filter. The fluorescence was selected by a Jobin-Yvon
HR320 monochromator with a grating of 100 lines/mm and detected
by a Hamamatsu 2809U-01 microchannel plate photomultiplier. To
analyze the decay curves we used homemade nonlinear least-square
minimization software that adjusts the experimental fluorescence
decay curve with the convolution of a theoretical decay with the
laser pulse profile.30

Results and Discussion

Synthesis and Characterization of Alkoxysilane Function-
alized Polymer Nanoparticles.Core-shell polymer nanopar-
ticles with different contents of TMS in the shell were synthesized
using 0, 19, and 40 wt % of TMS-PMA comonomer (samples
R3, R8 and R21, respectively), allowing us to compare the effect
of the TMS groups in the morphology of the particle surface.

The average diameters of the nanoparticles, measured by
dynamic light scattering (DLS), are shown in Table 2. All samples
have narrow particle size distributions, with standard deviation
below 0.025. This shows that no aggregation takes place between
the particles dispersed in water. The evolution of the particle
diameter during the polymerization of the shell was followed by
DLS for sample R8 (Figure 2). The particle growth is ap-
proximately linear (after a short initial induction time), as expected
for starved feed in a system with high monomer conversion.

In order to obtain TMS-functionalized nanoparticles by
emulsion polymerization, we have to guarantee that the functional
comonomer TMS-PMA copolymerizes with shell monomers
(BMA and EGDMA) but does not hydrolyze and condense into
inorganic polysilsesquioxane networks during the particle
synthesis. These hydrolysis and condensation reactions are highly
dependent on the pH of the suspension medium31 and
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Figure 1. Preparation of crosslinked core-shell polymer nano-
particles functionalized with different amounts of Trimethoxisilane
(TMS) groups in the outer shell (R8 and R21) and without TMS
(R3).

Table 1: Emulsion Polymerization Recipe and Solid Content
Obtained by Gravimetric Analysis

seed R3 R8 R21

seed (g) 38.3 30.0 22.5
BMA (g) 3.308 13.937 12.752 12.000
BA (g) 0.322 1.396
EGDMA (g) 0.105 0.857 0.784 0.660
TMS-PMA (g) 3.540 8.570
KPS (g) 0.070 0.027 0.021 0.027
SDS (g) 0.290 0.270 0.239 0.299
water (g) 70.0 13.5 17.5 22.5
solid content 4.5 wt % 37 wt % 38 wt % 47 wt %

Table 2: Particle Diameter Measured by DLS and TMS
Coupling Agent Content

seed R3 R8 R21

wt % TMS-PMAa 0 0 19 40
mol % TMSb 0 0 13 30
diameter (nm) 44 113 94 119

a Weight percent TMS-PMA used in the synthesis of the particle
shell. b Molar composition of the particle shell.
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do not occur at neutral pH. In fact, the29Si NMR spectra of
(cleaned) samples R8 and R21, with different TMS contents but
both synthesized at pH 7, show a sharp resonance at-42.7 and
-42.4 ppm, respectively (Figure 3). This peaks appear at the
same position as in the starting TMS-PMA16 and corresponds
to TMS groups that did not suffer any hydrolysis/condensation
reactions during the particle synthesis.16 Peaks corresponding to
silicon atoms which reacted to produce one, two and three siloxane
(Si-O-Si) bonds during the particle synthesis would have
appeared at ca.-48.5,-58.1, and-67 ppm and are not detected.
Unlike other authors, we did not observe the formation of an

inorganic polysilsesquioxane network at pH 7, probably because
of the mobility of the copolymer chains containing TMS in our
particles, the dilution of TMS in the particle shell, and its low
reactivity at pH 7.16 This experiment also shows that TMS-
PMA was effectively copolymerized in the particle shell (a control
measurement was done with the R3 sample, which does not have
any TMS, and no signal was detected). Furthermore, emulsion
polymerization at pH 7 effectively produces stable colloidal
suspensions of TMS-functionalized polymer nanoparticles with
up to 40 wt % of TMS-PMA, without hydrolysis and
condensation of the reactive TMS groups.

Morphology of the Polymer Interface. Information about
the structure of the surface of polymer nanoparticles in water is
scarce. In a previous study, we showed that the fuzziness, of the
surface of polystyrene particles is presumably due to charged or
polar surface chain-end groups extending into the aqueous
media.20 The particles synthesized in the present work have a
more complex surface composition. In this case, the surface of
the particle presents not only the charged chain-end groups
resulting from the initiator, but also a varying amount of TMS
groups. In Figure 4 we present a cartoon of the nanoparticle.

In order to model the surface of the polymer nanoparticle we
use a hyperbolic cosine density distribution function, derived by
Helfand and Tagami32 for interfaces in strongly segregated
polymer blends, and later modified for spherical particles25

Following our previous results,20 the roughness of the nano-
particles/water surface can be described by

Figure 2. Evolution of the particle diameter during polymerization
of the shell for sample R8. The initial reaction time corresponds to
the seed particle diameter. The error bars are average errors obtained
for different DLS measurements of the same sample.

Figure 3. Solid-state29Si NMR spectra obtained for sample R8
(up) and R21 (down) show a strong resonance at ca. - 42 ppm that
corresponds to TMS groups that did not suffer any hydrolysis/
condensation reactions during the particle synthesis.

Figure 4. Schematic view of the cross-linked polymer nanoparticles
with a lowerTg core and a TMS-functionalized shell. The polymer/
water interface profile described by eq 1 (bottom), shows that a
spherical shell of thicknessδ contains only ca. 60% of the total
volume of the interface. To include 95% and 99% of the total interface
volume, it is necessary to consider spherical shells of thickness 3
δ and 5δ respectively.

P(r) ) 1
nν cosh[2(r - Rs)/δ]

(1a)
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whereδ is the interface width (Figure 4),Rs is the radius of the
nanoparticle,r is the radial distance, andnv is a normalization
constant over the particle volume (including the interface):

Energy Transfer Kinetics. In order to determine the fuzziness
of the surface of the nanoparticles dispersed in water, we used
the donor-acceptor distance dependence of Fo¨rster resonance
energy transfer (FRET). The rate of energy transferw(R) between
an excited donor and an acceptor by a dipole-dipole coupling
mechanism depends very strongly on the separation distanceR
between the dyes27,28

where τD is the donor fluorescence lifetime (experimentally
determined for a sample where only donors are adsorbed at the
surface of the nanoparticles), andR0 is the critical Förster distance,
which measures the distance sensitivity of FRET for each dye
pair. The dimensionless parameterκ2 is related to the relative
orientation of the donor and acceptor transition dipole moments.
Experiments with dyes adsorbed to the surface of nanoparticles
dispersed in water indicate that the dyes were immobile during
the experimental time scale for energy transfer,20and the dipoles
can be assumed to be randomly oriented, corresponding toκ2 )
0.476.33

In this work, we adsorbed energy donors and acceptors at the
surface of the particles and therefore they are distributed in a
region with the shape of a spherical shell. Since the fluorescence
decay depends on both the donor and the acceptor distributions
in this spherical shell, the kinetics of FRET is described by the
distribution model for energy transfer in systems with spherical
geometry,34-36which, for aδ-pulse excitation, results in a donor
fluorescence decay described by25

whereVs is the volume containing all donors adsorbed onto each
nanoparticle, andCD(r) andCA(r) are the concentration profiles
of donor and acceptor described by eq 1. The donor concentration
profile CD(r) can be set equal to the distribution profileP(r) (eq
1) because the absolute value ofID(t) cannot be determined
experimentally. The acceptor concentration profileCA(r) have
units of number density, being given byCA(r) ) nAP(r), where
nA is the average number of acceptor molecules adsorbed per
nanoparticle. The encounter radius,Re, is the minimum distance
between donor and acceptor and is usually considered as the sum
of the donor and acceptor van der Waals radii.34,35

In the numerical evaluation of eq 3 using the distribution
function eq 1, the integration over the volumeVs is calculated
in a finite domain that contains the interface and the shell. As
shown in Figure 4, the interface extends much further than 0.5
δ on each side ofRs. In order to include 99% of all the dyes,25

we choose an integration range fromrD ) Rs - 2.5 δ to rD )
Rs + 2.5δ. The integration overR in eq 3b can also be truncated
to a finite value (3R0) becausew(R) is a very sharply peaked
function ofRfor all accessible experimental times.37Finally, the
multiple integrals in eq 3 were evaluated using a trapezoidal
quadrature.35

Fluorescence Experiments.The surface morphology of the
TMS-functionalized polymer nanoparticles is of great importance
to understand the incorporation of the nanoparticles into
nanostructured 3D silica aerogel networks.1,4,5 In order to use
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) to characterize the
surface morphology of the nanoparticles, we adsorbed a pair of
cationic dyes, rhodamine 6G (R6G) as the energy transfer donor
and malachite green carbinol hydrochloride (MG) as the acceptor,
to the nanoparticles surface and interpreted the fluorescence
intensity decay kinetics in terms of the fuzziness of the particle
surface. The nanoparticles are stabilized by the polymer chain-
end anionic charges resulting form the initiator, and therefore
the distribution of adsorbed dyes reflects the charge distribution,
which in turn characterize the structure of the particle/water
interface.

Dye Adsorption at the Particle Surface.To guaranty that
the distribution of adsorbed dyes reflects the structure of the
particle/water interface, the dye/particle ratio must be such as to
avoid the existence of a significant concentration of dye in water,
and the formation of dimers between dyes adsorbed at the particle
surface.

It is well-known that rhodamine dyes can form emissive and
non-emissive dimers in concentrated solutions. Although in very
diluted solution dimer formation is negligible, the presence of
particles leads to the adsorption and consequent concentration
of the dyes at the surface, increasing the possibility of dimer
formation. Both the dye and the particle concentrations are further
conditioned by experimental limitations. On one hand, if the
particle concentration is very high, light scattering from the
dispersion will decrease the fluorescence emission detected and
thus limit the sensitivity of the experiments. On the other hand,
the dye concentration should be in a range where the optical
density is low to avoid inner filter effects.38

To find a good range of conditions for the FRET experiments,
we fixed the R6G concentration at 1× 10-6 M and changed the
particle concentration from 0.1 to 4.0 g/L (Figure 5). At low
particle concentration, the fluorescence emission of R6G adsorbed
to particles is appreciably lower than for free R6G in solution,
probably because of the formation of aggregates.39 With the
increase in the number of particles available for adsorption of
R6G, the probability of dimer formation is reduced, increasing
the fluorescence emission. For particle concentrations from 1
g/L to 4 g/L the fluorescence intensity is constant, so that the
amount of emissive dimer formation at the nanoparticle surface
should be negligible and the light scattered by the particles does
not decrease significantly the collected emission. To further verify
the absence of R6G dimers in the particle dispersions in water,
we measured the fluorescence decay of 1× 10-6 M R6G in R3
1-4 g/L particle suspensions. The decays could be fitted with
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a single-exponential function, with constant lifetimeτD ) 4.5
ns. In the presence of dimers, energy transfer from the R6G
monomers would decrease the lifetime.39 In our experiments we
set the particle concentration in water to 2.9 g/L for all the
dispersions.

Finally, to evaluate the concentration of R6G that is not
adsorbed at the particles, we prepared mixtures of a 2.9 wt %
particle dispersion and different concentrations of R6G. The
mixtures were then centrifuged and the fluorescence intensity of
R6G remaining in water was measured after separation of the
particles (Figure 6). For dye concentrations below ca. 5× 10-5

M the emission of the dye that remains in the supernatant is 3
orders of magnitude lower than in the dispersion, before
separation.

Time-Resolved Fluorescence Experiments.We measured
the decay curves of nanoparticle dispersions in water containing
different ratios of R6G (donor) and MG (acceptor). The decay
curves were analyzed by the usual methods20,30,40 using eqs
1-3. The critical Fo¨rster distance for the pair R6G/MG in similar
conditions was previously determined asR0 ) (6.7( 0.1) nm.20,41

The donor lifetime was obtained from the decay of a dispersion
containing only R6G,τD ) 4.5 ns , and the encounter radius was
fixed to Re ) 0.5 nm.25 Since the dyes are adsorbed onto the
particle surface, the dipole-dipole relative orientation parameter
was fixed to the value corresponding to randomly oriented dipoles
immobile during the lifetime of the excited donorκ2 ) 0.476.33

The experimental fluorescence decay profiles correspond to
the convolution of the donor decay profileID(t) (eqs 2,3) with
the experimental instrument response function, and cannot be
measured in absolute value. Therefore, we need to determine
three parameters in the fitting procedure: an intensity normaliza-
tion constant; the interface thicknessδ (eq 1); and a parameter
related to the local acceptor concentration at the particle surface.
To avoid parameter correlation between the local acceptor
concentration and the interface thickness (since the number of
acceptor molecules per particle is constant, the local acceptor
concentration decreases as the interface gets broader), we use an
apparent two-dimensional acceptor concentration at the interface
C2d ) CA δ instead of the local three-dimensional concentration
CA.20 The two-dimensional acceptor concentrationC2d corre-
sponds to the projection on a sphere of radiusRsof all the acceptors
contained on the spherical shell that represents the particle
interface.

To evaluate the quality of the fits, we calculated the reduced
ø2, as well as the weighted residuals and the autocorrelation of
residuals. Reducedø2 values under 1.5 were obtained, with well
distributed weighted residuals and autocorrelation of residuals,
for all the experimental decays analyzed. For example, in Figure
7 we plot the fluorescence decay curves of two suspensions of
sampleR3 containing 1× 10-6M of R6G and MG concentrations
of 4.2 × 10-6 and 2.1× 10-5 M, fitted with eqs 1-3 to yield
interface thickness values ofδ ) 5.1 and 5.0 nm, and two-
dimensional acceptor concentrations (in number density) ofC2d

) 2.4 × 10-3 and 1.1× 10-1 nm-2 respectively.
Nanoparticle Interface Thickness.In Figure 8, we show the

interface thickness obtained for different bulk acceptor (MG)
concentrations (constant R6G concentration) in water dispersions
of nanoparticles without TMS (sample R3), with 13 mol % TMS
in the shell (sample R8), and with 30 mol % TMS in the shell
(sample R21). For each sample, the interface thickness remains
approximately constant for all acceptor concentrations used.

For the nanoparticles that do not contain TMS groups in the
shell, R3, we obtained an average interface thickness ofδ )
(5.02( 0.04) nm. This is much higher than the values obtained
for polystyrene (PS) particles, using the same method.20 In this
case, an interface thickness ofδ ) (2.9 ( 0.2) nm toδ ) (2.0
( 0.1) nm was recovered, depending on the surface charge of

(40) Farinha, J. P. S.; Spiro, J. G.; Winnik, M. A.J. Phys. Chem. B2001, 105
(21), 4879-4888.
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M. A. Langmuir1993, 9 (11), 2825-2831.

Figure 5. The fluorescence intensityF of R6G (10-6 M) in water
dispersions of R3 nanoparticles is lower than the R6G emission in
the absence of particles (F0). Up to 0.5 wt % particle content,
adsorption of R6G leads to dimer formation and a very lowF/F0
ratio. Above this value, the density of R6G at the particle surface
is lower, and dimer formation is reduced. The 20% decrease in the
F/F0 ratio above 1 wt % is probably due to light scattered by the
particles.

Figure 6. Dispersions of R3 nanoparticle (2.9 wt %) containing
different concentrations of R6G were equilibrated and centrifuged.
The fluorescence intensity of R6G remaining in water after separation
of the particles (F) is only ca. 0.1% of the dye emission at the same
concentration in the absence of particles (F0), as long as the initial
R6G concentration is kept below 1× 10-6 M.

Figure 7. Fluorescence decay curves of R3 water suspensions
containing 1× 10-6 M of R6G and MG concentrations of 4.2×
10-6 M (1) and 2.1× 10-5 M (2), fitted with eqs 1-3.
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the PS particles. The high interface thickness obtained for the
R3 nanoparticles can be interpreted in terms of the higher surface
fuzziness of these particles. The origin of the surface fuzziness
of PS nanoparticles obtained by emulsion polymerization is related
to the surface-anchoring effect:42 during the growing of the
particles, oligomers can exit from the particle, eventually grow
in the aqueous phase and reenter a particle. Here, they can either
undergo a termination reaction with a long propagating chain (at
intermediate conversion, when diffusion is faster), or with another
entering oligoradical (more probable at high conversion, because
of slower diffusion). In this last case, a double-charged relatively
short polymer chain is formed that remains anchored to the particle
surface. For the crosslinked poly(n-butyl methacrylate-co-butyl
acrylate) R3 nanoparticles the mechanism for the formation of
a fuzzy interface should be similar. However, for the R3 particles
(with 90 mol % BMA and 10 mol % BA) the value ofTg is much
lower (Tg ≈ 30 °C) than for PS particles (Tg ≈ 100 °C) and
therefore the surface anchored charged polymer chains can more
easily extend into the water to minimize repulsion between
charges. The existence of a hydrated polymer outer shell in PBMA
particles is supported by experiments in film formation, where
an initial increase in chain diffusion was observed for wet films,
as compared to dry films.43 The authors suggest that this is
associated with the hydration of shorter polymer chains in the
particle surface, which not only have higher mobility than longer
chains, but also are more hydrophilic because of the higher charged
end group content.

When we modify the particle outer shell by substituting the
BA monomer by 19 wt % of TMS-PMA to obtain the R8
nanoparticles, the interface thickness increases to an average
value ofδ ) (6.2( 0.2) nm. This ca. 20% increase is explained
by the formation of a more open structure in the particle outer
shell due to the bulky TMS groups. This increase of free volume
in the particle shell, associated to the existence of the hydrated
polymer layer due to short, end-charged PBMA chains, allows
the dyes to access charges more deeply into the particle shell.

Increasing the amount of TMS from 13 mol % (R8) to 30 mol
% (R21) further increases the average interface thickness toδ
) (6.52 ( 0.07) nm. The interface breadth does not increase
linearly with to the amount of TMS groups in the outer shell
because the increase of free volume in the shell is related to the
concentration of TMS, which is very close for the R8 and R21
particles because of the difference in particle diameter.

These results show that for TMS-modified particles, the dyes
are distributed almost across the whole shell: in fact, to consider
95% of the dyes in the interface, we must consider a spherical
shell of thickness 3δ, that corresponds to 18.6 nm for R8 and
19.6 nm for R21. This accounts for ca. 50 to 75% of the total
shell volume (obtained from the DLS measurements of the core
and the particle).

In order to incorporate the polymer nanoparticles into the
silica network by the controlled sol-gel process that allow us
to produce subcritical aerogels,1,4,5the particles have to be stable
both in water (at the extreme pH values necessary for the
controlled hydrolysis and condensation reactions, ca. pH 1) and
in organic solvents at temperatures above their glass transition
temperature. Samples R8 and R21 can withstand these conditions
successfully because they are cross-linked to avoid dissolution
into the organic phase, and they are anchored to the silica network
through the TMS groups to avoid phase separation.4,5 However,
if the polymer nanoparticles are to work as impact modifiers, the
silica network should not go through the particles during the
sol-gel synthesis at ca. 60 °C.4,5 In order to evaluate the effect
of temperature on the fuzziness of the particle-water interface
during the sol-gel synthesis we heated the particle dispersion
at 80°C for 30 min with the dyes already adsorbed.

The R3 particles, which have a composition similar to the core
of the R8 particles, are liquid-like at 80°C due to their lowTg.
Although they are cross-linked, the increased local mobility of
the chains at 80°C allows the dyes to diffuse further inside the
particle than at room temperature. The consequent increase in
the fuzziness of the particle surface corresponds to an average
interface thickness ofδ ) (5.72 ( 0.06) nm (Figure 9).

On the other hand, the temperature increase did not cause any
change in the dye distribution of the R8 nanoparticles: the average
interface thickness measured after heating at 80°C wasδ ) (6.4
( 0.1) nm (Figure 9). This is probably due to the more open
structure of the shell of the R8 particles caused by the presence
of the TMS groups. In this case, even at room temperature the
dyes are able to access virtually all the polymer chain-end charges
across the interface.

The relatively large increase in interface thickness obtained
when we incorporate TMS in the particles is caused by the free
volume increase in the particle shell. The larger fuzziness of the
interface enhances its permeability and therefore, the availability
of TMS groups during the formation of the silica network in the
sol-gel synthesis of hybrid aerogel materials. The structure of
the particles is maintained after the dispersion is heated at 80°C,
since the distribution of adsorbed dyes does not change. This is
an important indication that the silica network precursors used
in the sol-gel synthesis do not penetrate the nanoparticle core,

(42) Gilbert, R. G. InEmulsion Polymerization, A Mechanistic Approach;
Academic Press : London, 2006.

(43) Feng, J. R.; Winnik, M. A.Macromolecules1997, 30 (15), 4324-4331.

Figure 8. Interface thickness obtained for different bulk acceptor
concentration of MG in particles R3 (9), R8 (b), and R21 (2). The
interface thickness values were obtained by fitting the experimental
fluorescence decay curves with eqs 1-3.

Figure 9. Interface thickness of the R3 (squares) and R8 (circles)
nanoparticles before (closed symbols) and after heating at 80°C
(open symbols).
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thus preserving its rubber-like nature, which contributes to the
enhanced mechanical properties of the silica/polymer nanoparticle
hybrids.1,4,5.

The small increase in interface thickness when the amount of
TMS in the particle shell increases from 13 mol % (R8) to 30
mol % (R21) is due to the relatively small alteration in the
concentration of TMS in the particle: the volume of the shell
and interface increases nearly proportionally to the increase in
the amount of TMS. Although the R21 particles have an increased
anchoring capability, they also have a smaller ratio between
shell and rubber core volume, which potentially decreases their
impact modifying efficiency.

Acceptor Concentration at the Interface.The apparent two-
dimensional acceptor concentration at the interfaceC2d ) CA δ
was used as a fitting parameter to avoid the correlation between
the local acceptor concentration and the interface thickness: the
interface volume increases withδ and therefore the local acceptor
concentration decreases. SinceC2d corresponds to a number
density of acceptors projected on the surface of a sphere with
the radius of the particle, it should be directly proportional to the
ratio of the bulk acceptor concentration by the particle concen-
tration (the amount of acceptor in the water phase is not
significant). In Figure 10 we show the apparent two-dimensional
acceptor concentration obtained for different bulk MG concen-
trations in water dispersions of R3, R8, and R21 nanoparticles.
The values recovered for the different particles fall into strait
lines with almost the same slope because the particle concentration
was kept approximately constant for all experiments.

Conclusions

In this work, core-shell cross-linked rubbery polymer
nanoparticles carrying trimethoxisilane (TMS) groups on their
shell have been synthesized by emulsion polymerization at pH

7 using 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TMS-PMA) as
a functional comonomer.Stablenanoparticleswereobtainedunder
neutral pH conditions, with no sign of condensation occurring,
even at high TMS concentrations in the particle shell (30 mol
%).

The TMS functionalized nanoparticles are also stable in the
stringent conditions used in the controlled sol-gel synthesis of
new highly porous, hydrophobic, inorganic-organic nanostruc-
tured materials under subcritical conditions.1,4,5

To better understand the role of the particle interface structure,
we adsorbed donor and acceptor dyes to the polymer nanoparticles
dispersed in water, and measured the fluorescent donor decay
curves. We used a model for Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) in a spherical shell and modeled the particle/water
interface with a modified Helfand-Tagami equation.32 The
distribution of the cationic dyes reflects that of the negatively
charged polymer chain-ends at the particle-water interface,
allowing us to determine the interface thickness of nanoparticles
dispersed in water and containing different amounts of TMS
groups in the shell.

For cross-linked poly(butylmetacrylate-co-butylacrylate) par-
ticles without TMS groups (R3), we obtained an interface
thickness ofδ ) (5.02 ( 0.04) nm, a value higher than the
obtained for (higherTg) polystyrene particles using the same
method. For particles containing a 20 nm thick TMS-function-
alized poly(butylmetacrylate) shell, the interface thickness
increased as a result of the increase in free volume caused by
the bulky TMS groups. For the particles with 13 mol % TMS
in the shell (R8) we obtainedδ ) (6.2( 0.2) nm. The increase
in TMS content to 30 mol % (R21) increased the average interface
thickness toδ ) (6.52( 0.07) nm. The minor increase in the
interface breadth is related to the small alteration in the
concentration of TMS in the particle outer shell and interface
volume: the increase in TMS content is accompanied by an
increase in the particle diameter.

The increased fuzziness of the interface caused by the TMS
groups gives a better shell permeability, which enhances the
availability of the TMS groups during the formation of the silica
network in the sol-gel synthesis of hybrid aerogel materials.
When we heat dispersions of the particles containing the adsorbed
dyes to 80°C, we observed no modification in the dye distribution
for the samples containing TMS. This is an indication that the
particle shell does allow the silica network precursors into the
rubbery core, thus preserving the rubber-like nature of the
nanoparticle core, which contributes to the enhanced mechanical
properties of the silica/polymer nanoparticle hybrids.1,4,5
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Figure 10. Apparent two-dimensional acceptor concentration at
the particle-water interface obtained for different bulk MG
concentrations in water dispersions of nanoparticles R3 (9), R8 (b)
and R21 (2), by fitting the experimental fluorescence decay curves
with eqs 1-3.
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